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Overview
The FIFA Museum in Zurich.

Visit Heidi's original house.

Lots of attractions for children: Switzerland's longest summer toboggan run, the Connyland Park and the Zurich Zoo.

Trip Highlights
Zurich- Maienfeld-Lucerne-Grindelwald-Trummelbach Waterfalls-Harder Kulm-Zurich

Detailed Itinerary

Day 01: Arrive ZurichDay 01
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Pick up of the rental car at Zurich airport. Visit of this extraordinary city. You can also travel to Adliswil to take the cable car

up to the Felsenegg viewpoint, with a wonderful view over Zurich, the lake and the white peaks of the Alps. Accommodation

in Zurich.

Continuation of the trip to Connyland, which is located a short distance from Constance. Switzerland's largest theme park

guarantees

fun for the whole family. Don't miss the spectacular sea lion shows! In the afternoon you might want to take a stop at Lake

Constance.

Return to Zurich. Accommodation in Zurich.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 02: Zurich - Connyland amusement park - Lake Constance - ZurichDay 02

Today you have several possibilities to enjoy vacations with your children in and around Zurich. How about the Indoor

“Starbie"

children's playground, which offers various attractions such as bouncy castles, slides, inflatable castles, and much more?

Afterwards, a visit to the spectacular and famous FIFA Museum: an impressive exhibition about the world of soccer,

including the original World Cup trophy! Continuation to Maienfeld, a very special place because it is the land of one of the

most beloved figures of the children: Heidi! Accommodation in Maienfeld.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 03: Zurich - Indoor playground - FIFA Muse - um - Zoo for children -
Maienfeld

Day 03

Welcome to Heidi's world! Since Heidi has fascinated children all over the world for decades, and she has also been in the

hearts of adults. Time to visit Heidi's original house, as well as to enjoy the path she used to walk from Heidi's village to her

mountain. In twelve stages, the story of Heidi and Peter is told. Continuation of the journey to Lucerne. Accommodation in

Lucerne.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 04: Heididorf Maienfeld - LucerneDay 04
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Today we recommend a trip to the impressive Mount Pilatus. Near the mountain station of Fräkmüntegg, you might want to

take the longest summer toboggan run in Switzerland down - fun for kids and adults

alike. The journey continues to the beautiful mountain town of Grindelwald. You might want to take a gondola ride to the

sunny

"Mt. First" and another along the "First Cliff Walk", a spectacular circular path with a suspension bridge and a platform with

view

point - adrenaline rush guaranteed! Accommodation in Grindelwad.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 05: Lucerne - GrindelwaldDay 05

Today visit the impressive Trummelbach Waterfalls, where the water that flows down from the glaciers Jungfrau, Eiger and

Mönch. In the afternoon visit the Harder Kulm mountain with the funicular that will

reward you with a wonderful view of the mountains and lakes. Return to Grindel.

-

wald. Grindelwald. Accommodation in Grin

-

delwald.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 06: Grindelwald - Trummelbach Waterfalls - Harder Kulm - Grindel - waldDay 06

Drive to Zurich. Departure from Zurich airport.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 07: Grindelwald - ZurichDay 07

Inclusions
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. Accommodation and daily breakfast in all hotels.

. Transportation by car or minivan during the entire tour.

. English speaking driver-guide during the entire tour.

. Visits and excursions as mentioned . Tickets to Connyland, FIFA museum,

Heididorf, Retour tickets Krienz -Framüntegg, Trümmelbach Waterfalls,

Harder Kulm funicular.

Exclusions
International airfares

Optional activities

Other meals, drinks, tips and other personal expenses or services not specified on the program

Personal equipment

Travel insurance

Gratuities

Voluntary tips for guides or drivers

Travel and medical insurance

Any items not mentioned as included

Note
Hotel stay at 4 Star or similar.

Departure dates: Daily.

Prices subject to availability.

Min. 2 persons

Private Tour on request!

Prices per family !

Child free.

Self Drive (without guide) Option available on request. (Terms and conditions will vary).
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Periodic Departure

01 Apr, 2024 to 15 Oct, 2024
2 adults

AUD 10,822 P P twin share

AVAILABLE
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